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Sensory Data Analysis






Stock Market
Accidents Prediction
Diseases Progression
Devices Health Monitoring
…

Mainly, all about Time Series…
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What is a Time Series?


Definition: A univariate time series X = [x1, x2, . . . , xT ] is an
ordered set of real values. The length of X is equal to the number
of real values T .



Definition: An M-dimensional multivariate time series, X = [X1,
X2, . . . , XM] consists of M different univariate time series with Xi
∈ RT .
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Example: Unemployment Data


Month numbr of unemployment people in Autralia (1994)
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Components of Time Series






Level − It is the mean value around which the series varies.
Trend − It is the increasing or decreasing behavior of a variable with
time.
Seasonal − It is the cyclic behavior of time series.
Noise − It is the error in the observations added due to
environmental factors.
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TS Trend Component
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Trend plus Seasonal Variation
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Objectives of Time Series Analysis
 Classification
 Forecasting
 Compact description of data
 Control
 Hypothesis testing
 Simulation
…
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Time Series Analysis (1/2)
f
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S(…)

The classical dynamical system illustrated as a
computational graph. Each node represents the state at
some time t and the function f maps the state at t to the
state at t+τ.
The state is represented by a vector of variables (called
the state variables) whose values at a given time t are
enough to determine the system state at time t+τ in
response to system inputs, if any
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Time Series Analysis (2/2)





Regardless of the analysis objective, state-space reconstruction is the
foundation of any nonlinear time-series analysis.
R(t) = [S(t); S(t - τ); S(t - 2τ ); …; S(t - (m - 1) τ)]
where m is a scalar that represents the embedding dimension, and τ is
a scalar that represents the time delay.
m is required to be large enough to capture the patterns
distinguishing different behaviors. Takens Delay Embedding Theorem
provides conditopns.
τ is assumed to satisfy the Sampling Theorem:
Assume that a continuous signal x(t) does not contain any
frequency components above max rad/sec. If s = 2/Ts,
where Ts is the sampling period, greater than 2max, or s >
2max, then the signal x(t) can be reconstructed completely
from the sampled signal x*(t).
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Time Series Classification (1/2)


Definition: A dataset D = {(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), . . . , (XN , YN )} is
a collection of pairs (Xi , Yi ) where Xi could either be a univariate
or multivariate time series with Yi as its corresponding one-hot label
vector. For a dataset containing K classes, the one-hot label vector
Yi is a vector of length K where each element j ∈ [1, K] is equal to
1 if the class of Xi is j and 0 otherwise.

The task of time series classification (TSC) consists of training a
classifier on a dataset D in order to map from the space of possible
inputs to a probability distribution over the class variable values
(labels).
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Time Series Classification (2/2)
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Time Series Forecasting
One of the major objectives of time series analysis is
forecasting. The function f’ models the dynamics of the
system and maps a sequence of current and previous
states into future states.
S(t+τ) = f’[S(t), S(t −τ), S(t − 2τ), ..., S(t − (m − 1)τ)]
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Various Facets of “Sequence” Analysis
image
captioning

sequence
classification

translation

named entity
recognition

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/

Getting Targets when Modeling Sequences
When applying machine learning to sequences, we often want to turn an input
sequence into an output sequence that lives in a different domain.
- E. g. turn a sequence of sound pressures into a sequence of word identities.

When there is no separate target sequence, we can get a teaching signal by trying
to predict the next term in the input sequence.
- The target output sequence is the input sequence with an advance of 1 step.
- This seems much more natural than trying to predict one pixel in an image
from the other pixels, or one patch of an image from the rest of the image.
- For temporal sequences there is a natural order for the predictions.

Predicting the next term in a sequence blurs the distinction between supervised
and unsupervised learning.
- It uses methods designed for supervised learning, but it doesn't require a
separate teaching signal.
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Using Raw Data vs. Features
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Features of Time Series
 Fast Fourier Trans. Coeffs
 Conti. Wavelet Trans Coeffs
 #Peaks
…


tsfresh python library….
FFT w/32
Coeffs

CWT w/32
Coeffs

CWT w/180
Coeffs
FFT w/180
Coeffs

Memoryless Models for Sequences
 Autoregressive models
- Predict the next term in a
sequence from a fixed number
of previous terms using “delay
taps”.

wt -2
input(t-2)

wt -1
input(t-1)

input(t)

hidden

 Feed-forward neural nets
- These generalize autoregressive
models by using one or more
layers of non-linear hidden units.

input(t-2)

input(t-1)

input(t)

Beyond Memoryless Models


If we give our generative model some hidden state, and if we give
this hidden state its own internal dynamics, we get a much more
interesting kind of model.

Linear Dynamical Systems (engineers love them!)


output

output

hidden

hidden

driving
input

driving
input

distribution over the hidden state given the data so far
is Gaussian. It can be computed using “Kalman
filtering”.

driving
input



To predict the next output (so that we can
shoot down the missile) we need to infer the
hidden state.
- A linearly transformed Gaussian is a Gaussian. So the

hidden

noise and produces the observations using a linear
model with Gaussian noise.
There may also be driving inputs.

time 

output

These are generative models. They have a
real-valued hidden state that cannot be
observed directly.
- The hidden state has linear dynamics with Gaussian

Hidden Markov Models (computer scientists love them!)




To predict the next output we need to infer the
probability distribution over hidden states.

-



We cannot be sure which state produced a given output. So
the state is “hidden”.
It is easy to represent a probability distribution across N
states with N numbers.

HMMs have efficient algorithms for inference and
learning.

Consider what happens when a hidden Markov
model generates data.

-

At each time step it must select one of its hidden
states. So with N hidden states it can only remember
log(N) bits about what it generated so far.
Scalability issue

time 

output

-

output

-

output

Hidden Markov Models have a discrete one-of-N
hidden state. Transitions between states are
stochastic and controlled by a transition matrix. The
outputs produced by a state are stochastic.

Recurrent Neural Networks


output

output

hidden

hidden

input

input

With enough neurons and time, RNNs can
compute anything that can be computed
by your computer.

input



hidden

store a lot of information about the past
efficiently.
- Non-linear dynamics that allows them to
update their hidden state in complicated
ways.

time 

output

RNNs are very powerful, because they
combine two properties:
- Distributed hidden state that allows them to

Do Generative Models Need to be Stochastic?


Linear dynamical systems and
hidden Markov models are
stochastic models.
- But the posterior probability
distribution over their hidden
states given the observed data so
far is a deterministic function of
the data.



Recurrent neural networks
are deterministic.
- So think of the hidden state of
an RNN as the equivalent of
the deterministic probability
distribution over hidden states
in a linear dynamical system or
hidden Markov model.

Recurrent Neural Networks
 Feed-forward Nets equivalency to Recurrent Nets
w1

w2

w4

time=3

w1 w2 W3
W4

w3
time=2

Assume that there is a time
delay of 1 in using each
connection.
The recurrent net is just a
layered net that keeps
reusing the same weights.

w1 w2 W3
W4
time=1

w1 w2 W3
W4
time=0

Recurrent Neural Networks




What kinds of behaviour can RNNs exhibit?
- They can oscillate. Good for motor control?
- They can settle to point attractors. Good for retrieving memories?
- They can behave chaotically. Bad for information processing?
- RNNs could potentially learn to implement lots of small programs that each

capture a nugget of knowledge and run in parallel, interacting to produce very
complicated effects.

But the computational power of RNNs makes them
computationally expensive to train.
- Scalability and use of GPUs ✔
- Generalized backprop ✔
- Some subtle changes to cost function, architectures, optimization methods ✔
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Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent neural networks or RNNs are a family of neural
networks for processing sequential data. A recurrent neural
network is a neural network that is specialized for processing a
sequence of values x(1), ..., x(m). Recurrent networks can readily
scale to much longer sequences than would be practical for
networks without sequence-based specialization. Most recurrent
networks can also process sequences of variable length.
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Architecture for an RNN
Some
information
is passed
from one
subunit to
the next

Sequence of outputs

Sequence of inputs
Start of
sequence
marker

End of
sequence
marker
http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Architecture for an RNN
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RNN—The Vanishing Problem
The shading of the nodes in the
unfolded network indicates their
sensitivity to the inputs at time one
(the darker the shade, the greater
the sensitivity). The sensitivity
decays over time as new inputs
overwrite the activations of the
hidden layer, and the network
. `forgets' the first inputs
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Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)




Hochreiter & Schmidhuber
(1997) solved the problem of
getting an RNN to remember
things for a long time (like
hundreds of time steps).
They designed a memory cell
using logistic and linear units
with
multiplicative
interactions.





Information gets into the cell
whenever its “write” gate is
on.
The information stays in the
cell so long as its “keep” gate
is on.
Information can be read
from the cell by turning on
its “read” gate.
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Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
An LSTM recurrent network “cell” replacing
the usual hidden units of ordinary recurrent
networks. Cells are connected recurrently to
each other. An input feature is computed with a
regular artificial neuron unit. Its value can be
accumulated into the state if the sigmoidal
input gate allows it. The state unit has a linear
self-loop whose weight is controlled by the
forget gate. The output of the cell can be shut
off by the output gate. All the gating units have
a sigmoid nonlinearity, while the input unit can
have any squashing nonlinearity. The state unit
can also be used as an extra input to the gating
units. The black square indicates a delay of a
single time step.
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Long Short Term Memory

The vanishing gradient problem for
RNNs. The shading of the nodes in the
unfolded network indicates their
sensitivity to the inputs at time one (the
darker the shade, the greater the
sensitivity). The sensitivity decays over
time as new inputs overwrite the
activations of the hidden layer, and the
network `forgets' the first inputs.

Preservation of gradient information by
LSTM. Just as an example, all gates are
either entirely open (`O') or closed (`|').
The memory cell `remembers' the first
input as long as the forget gate is open
and the input gate is closed. The
sensitivity of the output layer can be
switched on and off by the output gate
without affecting the cell.
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Architecture for an LSTM
“Bits of
memory”

Decide Decide
what what
to
to
forget insert

Long-Short Term Memory model

Combine with
transformed xt
σ: output in [0,1]
tanh: output in [-1,+1]
http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Walkthrough
What part of
memory to “forget”
– zero means
forget this bit
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Walkthrough
What bits to insert
into the next states

What content to store
into the next state

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Walkthrough
Next memory cell
content – mixture of
not-forgotten part of
previous cell and
insertion

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Walkthrough
What part of cell to
output

tanh maps bits to [1,+1] range

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Architecture for an LSTM
(1)

(2)

Ct-1

(3)
ft

it

ot

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Implementing an LSTM
For t = 1,…,T:

(1)

(2)
(3)

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/
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Challenges





Data Preparation
- Cleansing
- Labeling
Multi-label Classification
Embedding Dimension…
Tsfresh for Window Size issue…
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LSTM Sensitivity–Embedding Dimension

Window Size
10
20
30
40
50

Training
99.27%
99.90%
99.95%
99.94%
99.74%

Testing
98.15%
99.26%
99.55%
99.58%
99.43%
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Character-level language model

Test time:
• pick a seed
character
sequence
• generate the
next character
• then the next
• then the next …

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/
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Demos


Handwriting generation demo:
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~graves/handwriting.html



Music composition:
http://www.hexahedria.com/2015/08/03/composing-music-with-recurrentneural-networks/



Image captioning and other stuff:
http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness/
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Thank you…
Questions!!
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Multi-label Classification
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Multi-label Classification–One vs. All
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Multi-label Classification–Classifier Chains


Transformation under BR and CC for (x, y) where y = [1, 0, 0, 1,
0] and x = [0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0] (assuming, for simplicity, a
binary attribute space). Each classifier hj is trained to predict ˆyj ∈
{0, 1}.
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Time Series Forecasting Techniques


Naïve Methods



Auto Regression



-

Simple estimation techniques, such as the predicted value is given the value equal to mean of
preceding values of the time dependent variable, or previous actual value.
Auto regression predicts the values of future time periods as a function of values at previous time
periods.
May fit the data better than that of naïve methods, but it may not be able to account for seasonality.

ARIMA Model

-

The auto-regressive integrated moving-average models the value of a variable as a linear function of
previous values and residual errors at previous time steps of a stationary time series.
Seasonal-ARIMA and Fractional-ARIMA were developed to handle be non-stationary real world
data



Exponential Smoothing



LSTM

-

-

It models the value of a variable as an exponential weighted linear function of previous values. This
statistical model can handle trend and seasonality as well.
The Long Short-Term Memory model (LSTM) is a recurrent neural network which is used for time
series to account for long term dependencies.

